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FOURIER TRANSFORMS ON THE BASIC AFFINE SPACE
OF A QUASI-SPLIT GROUP
NADYA GUREVICH AND DAVID KAZHDAN
Abstract. For a quasi-split group G over a local field F , with Borel
subgroup B = TU and Weyl group W , there is a natural geometric
action of G × T on L2(X), where X = G/U is the basic affine space of
G. For split groups, Gelfand and Graev have extended this action to an
action of G× (T ⋊W ) by generalized Fourier transforms Φw . We define
an analog of these operators for quasi-split groups. We also extend the
construction (see [BK99]) of the Schwartz space S(X) to the case of
quasi-split groups.
1. Introduction
1.1. Gelfand-Graev intertwining operators for quasi-split groups.
Let G be a simple simply-connected quasi-split group defined over a local
non-archimedean field F . We fix a Borel subgroup B of G and a decompo-
sition B = T · U . The basic affine space X = G/U admits unique (up to
a scalar) G-invariant measure ωX . We define a unitary representation θ of
the group G× T on L2(X,ωX) by:
θ(g, t)f(hU) = δ
1/2
B (t)f(g
−1htU)
for the modular character δB . Let W := NG(T )/T be the Weyl group. For
split groups Gelfand and Graev in [GG73], see also [KL88],[Kaz95], extended
the action of G× T to the representation of G× (T ⋊W ), so that elements
w of W act on L2(X,ωX) by generalized Fourier transforms Φw. Our first
goal is to extend this result for quasi-split groups.
More precisely, for the case of a quasi-split simply-connected group G
with a maximal torus T and a relative Weyl group W, we construct a family
of unitary operators Φw, w ∈W , on L
2(X,ωX) such that
(1.1)
{
Φwθ(g, t) = θ(g,w(t))Φw ∀w ∈W, t ∈ T, g ∈ G
Φw1Φw2 = Φw1w2 ∀w1, w2 ∈W
Since W is generated by simple reflections, it is sufficient to define the
operators Φs for simple reflections s ∈ W and to check the braid relations.
Moreover, it is easy to reduce the definition of the operators Φs to the case
of simple groups of rank one.
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There exists two types of simple simply connected group of rank one.
• The split group SL(V2) for a symplectic two-dimensional space V2.
In this case X = V2\{0} and W = {e, w0}. The operator Φw0 is
given by the usual Fourier transform.
• The quasi-split group SU(WK3 ), where K/F is a quadratic field ex-
tension andW 3K is a Hermitian three-dimensional space. In this case
X =W 03 \{0} is the cone of non-zero isotropic vectors, and the Weyl
group consists of two elements WK = {e, w0}. We shall construct an
operator Φw0 on L
2(X,ωX), which is an involution satisfying (1.1).
Our construction can also be applied to the case K = F ⊕F , so that
SU(WK3 ) ≃ SL3, and w0 is the longest element in the Weyl group
of SL3.
Our construction of the operator Φw, w ∈ W is based on the observation
that for quasi-split groups G of rank one, there is a map
j : G× (T ′ ⋊W )→ H,
where T ′ is a subgroup of finite index in T and H is a reductive group,
such that (j(G), j(T ′ ⋊W )) is a commuting pair in H. We construct an
isomorphism of the restriction of the unitary minimal representation Πˆ of
H to G× T ′ with the representation θ on L2(X,ωX). The operators Φw =
Πˆ(j(w)) satisfy (1.1).
For the case G = SL2, one has T
′ = T , the group H is the metaplectic
group of rank 2 and Πˆ is the Weil representation realized in the Schrodinger
model.
For the group G = SU(WK3 ) the group T
′ will be specified in section
3, the group H is O(V K8 ), for a quadratic space V
K
8 of dimension 8, Witt
index 3 and discriminant K. The minimal representation ΠˆK of O(V
K
8 ) has
been constructed by Howe and realized on L2(X,ωX) by Savin (in the split
case K = F ⊕ F ). We define Φw0 = ΠˆK(j(w0)). By definition Φw0 is an
involution and satisfies (1.1). We shall obtain an explicit formula for this
operator.
In fact, we work in more general setting. For a quadratic algebra K
we consider a non-degenerate quadratic space V K2n+2 of dimension 2n + 2,
discriminant K and Witt index n, if K is a field, or n + 1 if K = F ⊕
F . The unitary minimal representation ΠˆK of the group O(V
K
2n+2) can be
realized on the space L2(CK2n), where C
K
2n is the cone of isotropic vectors in
V K2n . This model has been considered by Savin [MS97],[Sav94], for the split
algebra K. The action of the parabolic subgroup P1 with the Levi subgroup
GL1 × O(V
K
2n ) in this model is very explicit. We write a formula for the
action ΠˆK(s1), where s1 is an involution, not contained in P1. This result
is of an independent interest.
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For a general group G, having defined the operators Φs for all simple
reflections, we write a closed formula for the operators Φw for any w ∈ W.
We show that for a presentation w = s1 . . . sl, where l is the length of w,
the operator Φw equals Φs1 ◦ . . . ◦ Φsl and hence does not depend on a
presentation of w. This independence implies the braid relations. So we
obtain an action of G× (T ⋊W ) on L2(X,ωX ).
1.2. Schwarz space of a quasi-split group. Let Sc(X) denote the space
of smooth functions on X of compact support. The Schwarz space
S(X) =
∑
w∈W
Φw(Sc(X)),
has been defined and studied in [BK99] for split groups. We propose the
following characterization of this space:
Conjecture 1.2. The space S(X) coincides with the space of functions
S˜(X) = {f ∈ L2(X), such that Φw(f) has bounded support for all w ∈W}.
For split groups the inclusion S(X) ⊂ S˜(X) was proven in [BK99]. In the
last section we show that the equality holds for SL3 and SU(W
3
K) using the
interpretation of S(X) as the space of smooth vectors ΠK of the minimal
representation of O(V K8 ).
1.3. The outline of the paper.
• In section 2 we set notations for the rest of the paper.
• In section 3 we focus on the groups of rank one, define the associated
dual pairs and the operators Φw0 . In the quasi-split case, the proof
that Φw0 is an involution and satisfies (1.1) follows from a more
general theorem 5.11.
• In section 4 we consider the groupG = SL(V ) for a three-dimensional
space V . We shall show compatibility of the definitions of the oper-
ators Φw associated to simple reflections in the split and the quasi-
split cases.
Consider the split quadratic space V6 = V ⊕V
∗, with the quadratic
form q6((v, v
∗)) = 〈v∗, v〉. The basic affine space X = G/U is a dense
open subset of the cone of isotropic vectors C in V6. The operator
Φs1 ,Φs2 , where s1, s2 are simple reflections in the Weyl group W of
G, can be defined as Fourier transforms along the two-dimensional
fibers of the projections prV : C → V, prV ∗ : C → V
∗. We verify
that Φs1Φs2Φs1 = Φs2Φs1Φs2 in Appendix A.
The group SL3 is the split form of SU(W
K
3 ). The Weyl group
WK of SU(W
K
3 ) is naturally embedded into the Weyl group W of
SL3, so that the unique non-trivial element w0 ∈ WK corresponds
to the longest element s1s2s1 in W . The operator ΦK makes sense
for the case K = F ⊕ F as well. It is clear from the formula that
Φs1Φs2Φs1 = ΦF⊕F .
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• Section 5 is devoted to the study of the unitary minimal representa-
tion ΠˆK of the group O(V
K
2n+2) on the space L
2(CK2n) and the space
ΠK of its smooth vectors.
• In section 6 we recall the structure of quasi-split groups.
• In section 7 we define the operator Φw for a general element w in W
in (7.6) and state the main theorem 7.8, which is proven in Appendix
E.
• In section 8 we study the Schwarz space.
The paper includes several appendices, mostly containing computations
announced in the body of the paper.
Acknowledgment. The work of D.K. on this project was supported by
ERC under grant agreement 669655.
2. Preliminaries
Let F be an local non-archimedian field with char(F ) 6= 2. All the groups
in the paper are algebraic groups defined over F . We often write G for
the group G(F ) of its F -points. Similarly, we write X for X(F ), where
X = G/U .
For a space Y we denote by S∞(Y ) (resp. Sc(Y )) the space of smooth
functions (resp. smooth functions with compact support) on Y .
2.0.1. The ground field. We denote by OF the ring of integers of F and by
π an uniformizer of the unique prime ideal of OF .
An additive character ψ of F is fixed throughout the paper. For any
a ∈ F× there is a character ψa such that ψa(x) = ψ(ax).
2.1. Self-dual measures. Let V be a vector space over F . For ǫ ∈ {±1}
consider a non-degenerate bilinear form b on V , which is ǫ-symmetric, i.e.
b(v,w) = ǫb(w, v) for all v,w ∈ V .
There exists unique Haar measure dv such that the Fourier transform
Fψ,b : Sc(V )→ Sc(V ), Fψ,b(f)(v) =
∫
V
f(w)ψ(b(v,w))dw
satisfies Fψ,b◦Fψ,b(f)(x) = f(−ǫx). This measure is called the self-dual mea-
sure on V with respect to ψ and b. It is invariant under the group Aut(V, b)
of linear transformations, preserving the form b. Throughout the paper this
will be our choice for the measures on quadratic/symplectic spaces.
2.1.1. dimF V = 1. On the ground field F we denote by dx the self-dual
measure with respect to ψ and b(x, y) = xy.
For any multiplicative character χ of F× there exists a constant γ(χ,ψ),
called gamma factor, such that there is an equality between the distributions
Fψ,b(χ| · |
−1/2du) = γ(χ,ψ)χ−1| · |−1/2du
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Note that
γ(χ,ψa) = χ(a)
−1γ(χ,ψ).
We denote by d×x the multiplicative measure dx|x| on F
×.
2.2. dimF V = 2. Let K be a quadratic algebra over F with a conjugation
map x 7→ x¯; norm N = NmK/F and a trace T = TrK/F . We denote by OK
the ring of integers of K, by πK a uniformizer and by | · |K the absolute
value in K.
We denote by dx the self-dual measure with respect to ψ and b(x, y) =
TrK/Fxy¯. Note that for any a ∈ F
× the self-dual measure dax with respect
to ψa and b satisfies dax = |a|dx for any a ∈ F
×.
There exists a fourth root of unity λ(ψ ◦ N), called Weil factor, that
satisfies ∫
K
Fψ,bf(y)ψ(N(y))dy = λ(ψ ◦N)
∫
K
f(x)ψ−1(N(x))dx,
for any f ∈ Sc(K). See [GL90] for the detailed discussion.
Plugging in the characteristic function of a sufficiently small ball around
zero we get for R large enough:
λ(ψ ◦N) =
∫
|x|K≤R
ψ(N(x))dK,ψ(x).
Let χK be the quadratic character of F
× associated to the extension K/F
by class field theory. Decomposing F with respect to the norm group of K
we get
λ(ψ ◦N) = γ(χK , ψ).
If K is split the χK(a) = γ(χK , ψ) = 1.
From this follows
Lemma 2.1. For R large enough
(1) ∫
|x|K≤R
ψ(aNm(y))dy = χK(a)|a|
−1γ(χK , ψ).
(2) There is an equality of distributions∫
K
ψ(T (xy¯))dx = δ0.
2.3. dimV = 2n. Let (V2m, b
K
2m) be a quadratic vector space over F of
discriminant K and Witt index m − 1 or m according to whether K is a
field or a quadratic split algebra.
Let dv be the self-dual measure on V K2m with respect to ψ and T◦b
K
2m(v1, v2).
The Lemma 2.1 is easily generalized to for V K2m.
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Lemma 2.2. (1)
(2.3)
∫
V K2m
ψ(aqK2m(y))dy = χK(a)|a|
−mγ(χK , ψ)
(2) There is an equality of distributions
(2.4)
∫
V K2m
ψ(T ◦ bK2m(v1, v2))dv1 = δ0
3. Quasi-split groups of rank one
3.1. The split group. A split simply connected group of rank one is iso-
morphic to SL2. Let (V2, [·, ·]) be a two-dimensional symplectic space over
F . The group SL2 = SL(V2) is the group of automorphisms of V2 preserving
the symplectic form. Let B2 = T2 ·U2 be the Borel subgroup of SL2 with the
torus T2 and the unipotent radical U2. The Weyl group W = NSL2(T2)/T2
consists of two elements {e, w0}. The group SL2 acts transitively on V2\{0}
and the stabilizer is isomorphic to U2. Thus we identify the quotient space
X = SL2/U2 and V2\{0}.
Denote by Φ the Fourier transform associated to the character ψ and the
form [·, ·]. Let us recall its basic properties.
(1) The operator Φ can be extended to a unitary operator on L2(V2).
(2) Φ ◦ Φ = Id.
(3) Φ ◦ θ(g, t) = θ(g,w0(t)) ◦ Φ, ∀t ∈ T2, g ∈ SL2.
Thus the choice Φw0 = Φ provides the desired construction for SL2.
The properties 1.1 do not determine the operator Φw0 uniquely. Hence
the choice Φw0 = Φ may seem as an arbitrary guess. Below we explain
another point of view, which suggests the same choice for Φw0 .
3.2. Weil representation. Let (H, qH) be a hyperbolic plane with the as-
sociated bilinear form bH and O(H) be the group of its automorphisms,
preserving the split quadratic form qH. Then O(H) = SO(H) ⋊ 〈σ〉, for a
fixed element σ ∈ O(H) of order 2.
We fix an isomorphism i : T2 ⋊ W ≃ SO(H) ⋊ 〈σ〉 ≃ O(H) such that
i(w0) = σ.
The four-dimensional space V2 ⊗H is equipped with the symplectic form
(·, ·) = [·, ·] ⊗ bH. For any character ψ there is a minimal representation
ωψ, called Weil representation, of the metaplectic group S˜p(V2 ⊗H). There
exists a splitting s : SL2 ×O(H)→ S˜p(V2 ⊗H). Hence there is a map
j = s ◦ (id⊗ i) : SL2 × (T2 ⋊W )→ S˜p(V2 ⊗H)
which defines by pull-back the representation ωψ of SL2 × (T2 ⋊W ). The
action of ωψ on the Schrodinger model L
2(V2) is well-known:
Proposition 3.1. (1) ωψ(g, t) = θ(g, t) for all (g, t) ∈ SL2 × T2.
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(2) ωψ(j(w0)) = Φ.
We shall use this point of view as a guiding principle to define the operator
Φw0 for the quasi-split special unitary group of split rank one.
3.3. The quasi-split group. A quasi-split simply connected group of rank
one, that is not split, is isomorphic to a special unitary group SU(2, 1).
More precisely, let K be a quadratic field extension of F . Let (WK3 , h
K
3 )
be a Hermitian space of dimension 3 over K with Witt index 1. We denote
by SU(WK3 ) the quasi-split group of automorphisms of W
K
3 , preserving the
Hermitian form hK3 . The group SU(W
K
3 ) has a Borel subgroup B
K
3 =
TK3 · U
K
3 , where T
K
3 is the maximal torus of split rank one, and U
K
3 is the
maximal unipotent subgroup contained in BK3 . The Weyl groupWK consists
of two elements {e, w0}.
Denote byW 03 the space of isotropic vectors inW
K
3 . The group SU
K
3 acts
transitively on W 03 \{0}, and the stabilizer of a representative is isomorphic
to UK3 . We identify the basic affine space SU(W
K
3 )/U
K
3 and W
0
3 \{0}. It
admits a unique, up to constant, SUK3 invariant top-form ω. The precise
choice of ω will be specified later.
Our strategy for a construction of an operator ΦK on L
2(W 03 , ω), satisfy-
ing 1.1, is similar to the one in 3.2.
3.4. Minimal representation. Let (WK1 , h
K
1 ) be a one dimensional Her-
mitian space over K. Consider the quadratic space (V K6 , q
K
6 ), with the
associated bilinear form bK6 , where
V K6 =W
K
3 ⊗W
K
1 , q
K
6 = trK/F h
K
3 ⊗ h
K
1 ,
Further consider the space (V K8 , q
K
8 ) = (H, qH)⊕ (V
K
6 , q
K
6 )
By construction, there is a natural map
s : SU(WK3 )× U(W
K
1 )×O(H)→ O(V
K
8 )
The group U(WK1 )×O(H) is the centralizer of SU(W
K
3 ) in O(V
K
8 ).
Let
T¯K3 ⋊W = {(t, w) ∈ T
K
3 ⋊W, (2β)(t) ∈ G
2
m},
where β is the unique simple relative root of SU(WK3 ). There is a natural
isomorphism i : T¯K3 ⋊ W → U(W
K
1 ) × O(H) such that i(w0) = σ. The
composition is a map
j = s ◦ (id⊗ i) : SU(WK3 )× (T¯K ⋊W )→ O(V
K
8 ).
The group O(V K8 ) admits a unitary minimal representation ΠˆK . We refer
the reader to section 5 for definition.
The T¯K3 contains a subgroup T
′
K of the elements t ∈ T
K
3 , such that
(2β)(t) ∈ (NmK/F RKGm)
2.
Theorem 3.2. The unitary minimal representation ΠˆK of O(V
K
8 ) has a
realization on the space L2(W 03 ) such that
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(1)
ΠˆK(g, t) = θ(g, t) ∀g ∈ SU(W
K
3 ), t ∈ T
′
K
(2) For a smooth function f in a dense subspace of L2(W 03 ) holds
(3.3) ΠˆK(j(σ))(f)(u) =
∫
W 03
f(v)L(bK6 (v, u))ω(v),
where L(a) is a principal value of the integral
(3.4) L(a) = γ(χK , ψ) ·
∫
F×
ψ(−ax− x−1)χK(x)|x|d
×x,
(3) For any t ∈ TK3 holds
θ(t) ◦ ΠˆK(j(w0)) = ΠˆK(j(w0)) ◦ θ(w0(t)).
Remark 3.5. Although the integral defining L(a) does not converge abso-
lutely we interpret L(a), for a 6= 0, as limit of the stabilizing sequence
Ln(a) = γ(χK , ψ) ·
∫
pi−nO
ψ(−ax− x−1)χK(x)|x|d
×x
as n→∞.
The part (1) and (2) of this theorem is a special case of a more general
theorem 5.11 for n = 3. It holds without changes for the split algebra
K = F ⊕ F , in which case χK is the trivial character and γ(χK , ψ) = 1.
The part (3) follows from the part (2) immediately.
Thus the choice Φw0 = ΠˆK(j(w0)) provides the construction of the action
of W for G = SU(WK3 ).
4. Compatibility: SL3
Consider the group SL3 with the two-dimensional torus T3, maximal
unipotent subgroup U3 and the Weyl group W3.
4.1. The cone. We start by description of the basic affine space for SL3.
Let V be a three-dimensional space and V ∗ be the dual space. The natural
pairing defines a bilinear form b6(·, ·) on the 6-dimensional space V6 = V ⊕
V ∗. Denote by C ⊂ V ⊕ V ∗ the space of isotropic vectors. We fix SL3
invariant top forms ωV and ωV ∗ on V and V
∗ respectively, and denote by
ωC the induced top form on C.
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4.1.1. Projections and fibers. There are natural projections
pr1 : C → V
∗, pr2 : C → V.
Introduce notations for the fibers
(v∗)⊥ = pr2(pr
−1
1 (v
∗)) ⊂ V, v⊥ = pr1((pr
−1
2 (v)) ⊂ V
∗
Any 0 6= v∗ ∈ V ∗ defines a top form ωv∗ on the fiber v
∗⊥ ⊂ V by
ωv∗(v ∧ w) =
ωV (v ∧ w ∧ u)
v∗(u)
for arbitrary u /∈ (v∗)⊥. Similarly, for any 0 6= v ∈ V there is a top form ωv
on the fiber v⊥ ⊂ V ∗. These top-forms define measures.
4.1.2. The basic affine space of SL3. LetX be a dense subset of C consisting
of pairs (v, v∗) such that v, v∗ 6= 0. The group G = SL3 acts transitively on
X with the stabilizer isomorphic to U3. Thus the basic affine space SL3/U3
can be identified with X.
4.2. The operators Φ1,Φ2. The operators Φ1,Φ2 ∈ Aut(L
2(C)) are de-
fined as Fourier transforms along the fibers of the projections pr1, pr2.
Definition 4.1. For f ∈ Sc(X), the locally constant function on X, and
(v, v∗) ∈ X define
Φ1(f)(v, v
∗) =
∫
(v∗)⊥
f(w, v∗)ψ(ωv∗(w ∧ v))ωv∗
Φ2(f)(v, v
∗) =
∫
v⊥
f(v,w∗)ψ(ωv(w
∗ ∧ v∗))ωv
Let s1, s2 ∈ W3 denote the simple reflections with respect to the simple
roots of SL3. The Weyl group W3 is generated by s1, s2 subject to the
following braid relations:
s21 = s
2
2 = 1, s1s2s1 = s2s1s2
We shall define Φs1 = Φ1,Φs2 = Φ2.
Proposition 4.2. (1) Φ1,Φ2 are unitary involutions on L
2(C) satisfy-
ing Φi ◦ θ(t, g) = θ(si(t), g) ◦Φi.
(2) For any f in a dense space of L2(C) holds:
(4.3) Φ2Φ1Φ2(f)(c1) = Φ1Φ2Φ1(f)(c1) =
∫
C
f(c2)L(b6(c1, c2))ωC(c2),
where
(4.4) L(a) =
∫
F×
ψ(−(ax+ x−1))|x|d×x
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The proof is straightforward and appears in the Appendix A. Note that
the operator Φ1Φ2Φ1 equals to ΦF⊕F defined in 3.2.
Therefore, the operators Φs1 = Φ1,Φs2 = Φ2 generate a family {Φw, w ∈
W} satisfying 1.1 for G = SL3.
4.3. The Schwarz space S(X). Having defined the representation of the
Weyl group W of SL3 on L
2(X) = L2(C), denote by Φw the operator
corresponding to w ∈W .
The Schwarz space S(X) of smooth functions on X has been defined in
[BK] as
∑
w∈W Φw(Sc(X)). This space has a natural filtration
Si(X) =
∑
w∈W,l(w)≤i
Φw(Sc(X)).
We record for future use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. S1(X) = Sc(C\{0})
Proof. For any f ∈ Sc(X) the supports of Φ1(f),Φ2(f) are obviously bounded
in C and do not contain 0. Hence S1(X) ⊂ Sc(C\{0}).
For any h ∈ S(V \{0}), h′ ∈ S(V \{0}), define fh,n, fh′,n ∈ Sc(C\{0}) by
fh(v, v
∗) = h(v) · 1V ∗(pinO)(v
∗), fh′(v, v
∗) = h′(v∗) · 1V (pinO)(v)
Then
Sc(C\{0}) = Sc(X)+Span{fh,n, fh′,n| h ∈ S(V \{0}), h
′ ∈ S(V ∗\{0}), n ∈ N}
We define maps
Φ˜1 : Sc(X)→ Sc(V
∗\{0}), Φ˜1(f)(v
∗) =
∫
(v∗)⊥
f(u, v∗)ωv∗ .
Φ˜2 : Sc(X)→ Sc(V \{0}), Φ˜2(f)(v) =
∫
v⊥
f(v, u∗)ωv
For any f, v, v∗ 6= 0 there exists n such that
Φ1(f)(u, v
∗) = Φ˜1(f)(v
∗),∀u ∈ V (πnO),
Φ2(f)(v, u
∗) = Φ˜2(f)(v),∀u
∗ ∈ V ∗(πnO)
To prove the lemma it is enough to show that the maps Φ˜1, Φ˜2 are sur-
jective. The space Sc(V − {0}) is generated by
χn,v = 1v+V (pinO), n ∈ N, v /∈ V (π
nO).
Let R be an open subset in X such that p1(R) = v0 + V (π
nO). The
function h = (p∗1(p1∗(χR)))
−1 χR ∈ Sc(V \{0}) satisfies Φ˜1(h) = χn,v, hence
Φ˜1 is surjective. Similarly for Φ˜2.
Hence Sc(X) + Φ1(Sc(X)) + Φ2(Sc(X)) = Sc(C\{0}), as required. 
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5. The minimal representation of even orthogonal group
5.1. The structure of O(V K2n+2).
(1) Let (Hi, qi) denote the quadratic hyperbolic spaces for 1 ≤ i ≤ n with
the associated bilinear form bi. There exist ei, e
∗
i ∈ Hi satisfying
qi(ei) = qi(e
∗
i ) = 0, bi(ei, e
∗
i ) = 1
This fixes an orthogonal decomposition
Hi = Xi ⊕X
∗
i , Xi = Span{ei}, X
∗
i = Span{e
∗
i }.
(2) For n ≥ 3 let
(V K2n+2, q
K
2n+2) = ⊕
n
i=1(Hi, qi)⊕ (K, qK)
denote the non-degenerate quadratic space of dimension 2n+ 2 and
discriminant K. Let bK2n+2 be the associated symmetric bilinear
form, so that bK2n+2(v, v) = 2q
K
2n+2(v).
(3) The group of isometries O(V K2n+2) is a reductive quasi-split group
over F , that is split over K. Its connected component SO(V K2n+2)
has absolute root system Dn+1. We denote the absolute roots by
α1, . . . , αn+1 and the highest root, that is defined over F , by α0. We
refer the reader to section 6 for the structure of quasi-split groups.
(4) Fix orthogonal decompositions
V K2n+2 = X1 ⊕ V
K
2n ⊕X
∗
1 , V
K
2n = X2 ⊕ V
K
2n−2 ⊕X
∗
2
(5) Let P1 =M1 ·N1 be the parabolic subgroup of O(V
K
2n+2), preserving
the space X1. There is an isomorphism
r : V K2n → N1, r(v)(u) = q
K
2n(v, u)e1 + u, ∀u ∈ V
K
2n .
There is a natural non-degenerate pairing of N¯1 and N1 via the
Killing form, which induces the isomorphism
r¯ : V K2n → N¯1, (r¯(v1), r(v2)) = b
K
2n(v1, v2), ∀v ∈ V
K
2n
For any v ∈ V K2n define the character Ψv on N1 via Ψv(r(u)) =
ψ(bK2n(v, u)).
(6) The Levi subgroup M1 ≃ GL(X1) × O(V
K
2n). A choice of a vector
basis e1 of X1 fixes the isomorphism Gm ≃ GL(X1). Any character
χ of Gm can be lifted to a character of M1. We denote by IP1(χ, s)
the induced representation Ind
O(VK2n+2)
P1
χδsP1 .
(7) The group M1 acts on N1 and on N¯1. Denote by C
K
2n the cone
of isotropic vectors in V K2n ≃ N¯1. The O(V
K
2n) invariant self-dual
measure on V K2n , induces the form ω2n on C
K
2n. The Levi group M1
acts transitively on CK2n\{0}.
(8) Let s1 be an involution in O(V
K
2n+2) satisfying
s1(e1) = e
∗
1, s1(e
∗
1) = e1, s1|V K2n
= Id.
Note that s1 commutes with O(V
K
2n ).
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Let s2 be an involution in M1 satisfying
s2(e2) = e
∗
2, s2(e
∗
2) = e2, s2|H1⊕V K2n−2 = Id
Let s be an involution satisfying
(5.1) s(e1) = e2, s(e2) = e1, s|V K2n−2
= Id
It is easy to see that s1 = s · s2 · s
−1.
5.2. The degenerate principal series. We denote by IP1(χK , s) the in-
duced representation Ind
O(VK2n+2)
P1
χKδ
s
P1
.
Proposition 5.2. The twisted Jacquet functor IP1(χK , s)N1,Ψv is one-dimensional
for any anisotropic vector v ∈ V 2nK .
Proof. The M1-orbits of the set of anisotropic vectors of V
K
2n are parame-
terized by square classes F×/(F×)2. Hence it is enough to show that the
statement is true for the anisotropic vector vc = e2 + ce
∗
2 for any c 6= 0. Let
us fix c 6= 0.
Define a Bruhat filtration on IP1(χK , s). For any w ∈ WM1\W/WM1
define Iw(χK , s) to be the space of all the sections f in IP1(χK , s), having
support on P1wP1 and having compact support modulo P1 on the left.
We shall show that
(5.3) IP1(χK , s)N1,Ψvc = I
wl
P1
(χK , s)N1,Ψvc ,
where wl is the reflection with respect to the highest root α0. The right
hand side is isomorphic to Sc(N1)N1,Ψvc , which is clearly one dimensional.
To show 5.3 it is enough to prove that IwP1(χK , s)N1,Ψvc = 0 for all
w /∈ WM1wlWM1 . The root subgroups xα1(r), xα0(r) are contained in N1.
Moreover
Ψvc(xα1(r)) = ψ(r), Ψvc(xα0(r)) = ψ(cr).
Let w be the shortest representative in the double cosets WM1wMM1 . In
particular, w(αi) > 0 for all i = 2, . . . , n + 1. If w(α1), w(α0) are both
negative, then w(N1) = N¯1 and hence w = wl, the simple reflection with
respect to the highest root α0.
For any w /∈WM1wlWM1 there exists α ∈ {α1, α0} such that xw(α) ⊂ P1.
In particular, for f ∈ IwP1(χK , s) one has f = xα(r)f. On the other hand
xα(r)f − Ψvc(xα(r))f belongs to IP1(χK , s)[N1,Ψvc ] for all r ∈ Ga. Hence
IwP1(χK , s)N1,Ψvc = 0, as required. 
5.3. The description of minimal representation. A quasi-split orthog-
onal group O(V K2n+2) possesses a special smooth representation ΠK called
minimal representation. It is defined as theta-lift of the trivial represen-
tation for the classical dual pair (SL2 × O(V
K
2n+2)) in Sp4n+4. This is a
unitarizable representation, [Li89], whose unitary completion is denoted by
ΠˆK . In this section we shall describe the model of ΠˆK realized on the space
L2(CK2n).
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5.3.1. The Weil representation ωqK2n+2,ψ
. The group SL(V2) × O(V
K
2n+2) is
an example of a classical dual pair in Sp(V2 ⊗ V
K
2n+2). The well-known
smooth Weil representation ω4n+4,ψ, is a representation of the covering group
S˜p4n+4 = S˜p(V2 ⊗ V
K
2n+2) which is realized on the space Sc(V
K
2n+2). Fixing
the splitting sK : SL(V2) × O(V
K
2n+2) → S˜p(V2 ⊗ V
K
2n+2) as in [Kud94], we
view ω4n+4,ψ ◦ sK as a representation of SL(V2)×O(V
K
2n+2). Since ψ and K
are fixed throughout this section we denote this representation by ω4n+4.
Let us introduce notations for some elements in SL(V2)
n(r) =
(
1 r
0 1
)
t(a) =
(
a 0
0 a−1
)
w0 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
for r ∈ Ga, and a ∈ Gm. The action of ω4n+4 of the following elements is
explicit:
(5.4)


ω4n+4(n(r))φ(v) = ψ(rq
K
2n+2(v))φ(v)
ω4n+4(t(a))φ(v) = χK(a)|a|
n+1φ(av)
ω4n+4(w0)φ(v) = γ(ψ ◦ q
K
2n+2)φˆ(v)
ω4n+4(g)φ(v) = φ(g
−1v), ∀g ∈ O(V K2n+2)
Here φˆ is the Fourier transform of φ with respect to the form qK2n+2. The
non-zero constant γ(ψ, qK2n+2) is the Weil index, but its exact value does not
play any role in this section.
We shall need several facts about Jacquet functors of ω4n+4.
Lemma 5.5. The Jacquet functor (ω4n+4)B2 is isomorphic to IP1(χK , 1/2n).
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the formulas above. The projection
map rB2 : ω4n+4 → IP1(χK , 1/2n) is given by
rB2(φ)(g) =
∫
GL(X1)
ω4n+4(t, g)φ(e1)dt.

The following property is crucial for our considerations.
Proposition 5.6. The space (ω4n+4)SL2×N1,Ψv = 0 for all anisotropic vec-
tors v.
Proof. The statement is well-known for the case K = F⊕F . For example, it
can be derived from [MR04], Proposition 2.4. We present a different, more
elementary proof.
Every anisotropic vector belongs to M1-orbit of a vector vc = e2+ ce
∗
2 for
c 6= 0. Hence it is enough to show that (ω4n+4)SL2×N1,Ψvc = 0 for all c 6= 0.
Obviously, (ω4n+4)SL2×N1,Ψvc is a quotient of (ω4n+4)B2×N1,Ψvc which is
is one dimensional by combination of Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.5. So it
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is enough to show that
(5.7) (ω4n+4)[SL2 ×N1,Ψvc ] ) (ω4n+4)[B2 ×N1,Ψvc ]
Consider the functional P : S(V K2n+2)→ C, defined by
P(φ) =
∫
N1
∫
GL(X1)
ω4n+4(t, wln)φ(e1)dt Ψvc(n)dn,
It contains S(V K2n+2)[B2 ×N1,Ψvc ] in its kernel.
To prove 5.7 we shall construct a function φ ∈ ω4n+4 such that P(φ) = 0
while P(φˆ) 6= 0. Thus φ − ω4n+4(w0)φ belongs to (ω4n+4)[SL2 × N1,Ψvc ]
but does not belong to (ω4n+4)[B2 ×N1,Ψvc ].
For any positive integer r > max(2, val(c)) define the set
Dr = (0, vc,−1) + V
K
2n+2(π
rO) ⊂ V K2n+2 = X1 ⊕ V
K
2n ⊕X
∗
1 .
Let φ be the characteristic function of Dr. It is easy to see that
φˆ(t, tv,−tq(v)) = 1V2n+2(pi−rO)(t, tv,−tq(v))ψ(−t(v, vc)− t)
Since Dr ∩ C
K
2n+2 = ∅, it follows that P(φ) = 0. Let us compute P(φˆ).
P(φˆ) =
∫
VK2n
∫
Gm
χK(t)|t|
n+1φˆ(t, tv,−tq(v))dtψ((v, v0))dv
Since the double integral converges absolutely, we can change the order
of the integration
P(φˆ) =
∫
Gm
∫
V K2n
φˆ(t, tv,−tq(v))ψ((v, vc))dvχK(t)|t|
n+1dt
∫
Gm
∫
V K2n
1V K2n+2(pi−rO)
(t, tv,−tq(v))ψ((1 − t)(v, vc))dvψ(−t)χK(t)|t|
n+1dt
The inner integral equals
(5.8)
∫
VK2n
1V K2n+2(pi−rO)
(t, tv,−tq(v))ψ(t(v,−vc))ψ((v, vc))dv.
For v = (x,w, y) ∈ V K2n = X2 ⊕ V
K
2n−2 ⊕X
∗
2 one has
ψ((v, vc)(1 − t)) = ψ(x(1 − t))ψ(cy(1 − t)).
Hence the integral 5.8 contains the inner integral∫
t−1pi−rO
ψ(x(1 − t))dx,
which is zero unless (1−t)t−1π−rO ⊂ OF , or equivalently t ∈ Ur = 1+π
rOF .
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Hence ∫
v∈t−1V (pi−rO),q(v)∈t−1pi−rO
ψ((v, vc)(t− 1))dv
is a non-zero constant that does not depend on t for t ∈ Ur = 1 + π
rO and
is zero otherwise. Since χK and | · |
n+1 and ψ equal to 1 on Ur for r large
enough, it follows that P(φˆ) does not equal to zero, as required. 
5.3.2. The definition of ΠK .
Definition 5.9. (1) The space (ω4n+4)SL(V2) is a representation of O(V
K
2n+2)
of finite length and, as shown in [GT16], has unique irreducible quo-
tient, which we denote by ΠK .
(2) The representation ΠK is unitarizable, as shown in [Li89]. Its uni-
tary completion is denoted by ΠˆK .
We shall use the following properties of ΠK .
Proposition 5.10. (1) ΠK is a subrepresentation of IP¯1(χK , 1/2n).
(2) For any v ∈ V K2n , the twisted Jacquet functor (ΠK)N1,Ψv = 0, unless
v ∈ V K2n is an isotropic vector.
Proof. The representation ΠK is the unique irreducible quotient of (ω4n+4,ψ)SL(V2)
and hence is a quotient of (ω4n+4,ψ)B2 = IP1(χK , 1/2n). Since ΠK is self-
dual, and the parabolic subgroups P1 and P¯1 are conjugate by s1, it follows
that ΠK is a subrepresentation of IP1(χK ,−1/2n) = IP¯1(χK , 1/2n). The
second part immediately follows from Proposition 5.6 
The representation ΠK of an even orthogonal group plays the role analo-
gous to the role of the Weil representation of a metaplectic group. Below we
describe its model, analogous to the Schrodinger model of Weil representa-
tion. The model has been studied in [KM11] for real orthogonal groups and
in [Sav94] for p-adic split orthogonal groups.
Theorem 5.11. There exists an embedding of ΠK into the space S
∞(CK2n\{0}),
satisfying
(1) The action of the elements in P1 is given by{
ΠK(m)f(x) = χK(m)|detN1(m)|
n−1
2n f(m−1x) m ∈M1
ΠK(r(v))f(x) = ψ(b
K
2n(v, x))f(x) n ∈ N1
(2) There is a P1-equivariant exact sequence
0→ Sc(C
K
2n\{0})→ ΠK → (ΠK)N1 → 0
(3) The unitary completion ΠˆK is realized on L
2(CK2n), which is irre-
ducible as a representation of P1.
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(4) The action of the involution s1 is given by
(5.12) ΠK(s1)f(c1) =
∫
CK2n
f(c2)LK
(
bK2n+2(c1, c2)
)
ω2n(c2),
where LK(a) is the principal value of the integral
(5.13) LK(a) = γ(χK , ψ) ·
∫
F×
ψ(−ax−
1
x
)|x|n−2χK(x)d
×x
Proof. The parts (1), (2) of the theorem were proven in [Sav94] for the case
O(V K2n+2) is a split group. The proof for the quasi-split group, that relies
on Proposition 5.10, is essentially the same. We include the proof for the
completeness of the presentation.
(1) Let us define an injective map from ΠK ⊂ IP¯1(χK , 1/2n) to the
space S∞(CK2n\{0}). Let F be the Fourier transform from the space
Sc(N1) to distributions on Sc(N¯1) defined by the quadratic form on
V K2n and the character ψ. For any v ∈ V
K
2n the map f → F(f)(v) is
(N1,Ψv) invariant.
Any f ∈ IP¯1(χK ,−1/2n) is uniquely determined by its restriction
to N1. By 5.10, for f ∈ ΠK the distribution F(f |N1) is supported
on the set CK2n of isotropic vectors. Since F(f |N1) is M1-smooth, it
is a smooth function on CK2n\{0}, that is a single M1 orbit. We have
obtained the map
T : ΠK → S
∞(CK2n\{0}), f → F(f |N1).
The map T is injective. Otherwise, for any f ∈ Ker(T ) the function
F(f |N1) is supported on {0} and hence f ∈ Π
N1
K , which is zero by
[HM79]. The action of P1 on the image of T is obtained by transport
of the structure. This proves part 1.
(2) Since the action of N1 on the space ΠK is smooth, the functions
in ΠK have bounded support. For any f ∈ ΠK it follows by the
formulas, that the function f −ΠK(n)f vanishes in a neighborhood
of 0. Therefore the P1-invariant space
ΠK [N1] = Span{f −ΠK(n)f, f ∈ ΠK , n ∈ N1}
is contained in Sc(C
K
2n\{0}). The space Sc(C
K
2n\{0}) is unique irre-
ducible smooth P1-submodule of S
∞(CK2n\{0}) and hence equals to
ΠK [N1].
(3) The standard inner product on Sc(C
K
2n\{0}), defined by
(φ1, φ2)CK2n
=
∫
CK2n
φ1(x)φ2(x)ω2n
is unique up to scalar, P1-invariant inner product. The completion
with respect to the norm induced by this inner product is L2(CK2n+2).
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On the other hand, there is an O(V K2n+2) invariant inner product on
ΠK , whose restriction to Sc(C
K
2n\{0}) is (·, ·)CK2n
. In particular, the
completion ΠˆK contains L
2(CK2n). By part 2 the space Sc(C
K
2n\{0})
is dense in ΠK , and so ΠˆK = L
2(CK2n). The irreducibility of ΠˆK
as P1 module follows from the irreducibility of Sc(C
K
2n\{0}) as P1
module.
(4) The proof of part (4) will occupy the rest of this section. Certain
straightforward computations, that are part of the proof, are moved
to appendices B and C.
Note that s1 = s ·s2 ·s
−1. Since s2 ∈M1, the operator ΠK(s2) can
be read from 5.11 and hence it is enough to determine the action of
ΠK(s), which we can do up to a sign.
Proposition 5.14. There exists a square root ǫ of χK(−1) such that
ΠK(s) = A, where
(5.15) A(f)
(
−
q2n−2(w)
y
,w, y
)
= ǫ · |y|−(n−1)χK(y)·∫
V2n−2
f
(
q2n−2(v)
y
, v,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b2n−2(v,w)
y
)
dv.
Proof. As we proved in part (2) of Theorem 5.11, the unitary com-
pletion ΠˆK of the space ΠK equals to L
2(CK2n). The proof of the
proposition is the consequence of the following three claims:
(a) The restriction of ΠˆK to Q = sPs
−1 ∩ P is irreducible.
(b) A ∈ HomQ(ΠˆK , Πˆ
s
K).
(c) A is an involution.
Assume the claims hold. Let us choose ǫ to be an arbitrary square
root of χK(−1). The first and the second claim together with Schur’s
lemma imply that ΠˆK(s) = cA for a constant c ∈ C
×. The third
claim fixes c = ±1. If ΠˆK(s) = −A then, changing sign of ǫ in
the definition of A, we obtain the equality. It remains to prove the
claims.
The representation ΠˆK is irreducible as a representation of P1.
Since there exists a dense Q-orbit in CK2n, the irreducibility of ΠˆK as
Q module follows from Mackey theory.
To prove the second claim it is sufficient to show that A◦ΠˆK(q) =
ΠˆK(sqs
−1) ◦ A for all the generators q of Q. The details of this
computation, as well as the proof of the fact that A is involution,
appear in the appendix B.
It follows that ΠK(s1) = ΠK(s)ΠK(s2)ΠK(s)
−1 = A◦ΠK(s2)◦A.
We compute the right hand side in appendix C and arrive to the
formula 5.12.
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
This proves the last part and concludes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 5.16. Plugging n = 3 in the theorem we obtained the theorem 3.2.
Indeed, in the notations of 3.2
• W 03 = C
K
6 ,
• ΦK(g)f(v) = f(g
−1v) = (θ(g)f)(v) for all g ∈ O(V K6 ) that contains
SU(WK3 )
• j(w0) = s1 and the formula for the action ΠK(j(wK)) is equal to the
formula for ΠK(s1) for n = 3.
6. The structure of quasi-split groups
Our goal is to write a closed formula for the operators Φw for w ∈ W in
the case of an arbitrary simple simply-connected quasi-split group. We start
by recalling below the structure of reductive quasi-split groups. Our main
reference is [BT84], see also a short summary in [Wat88].
6.1. Split groups. Let G˜ be a reductive split group over a field E. We
assume that G˜ is simply-connected. Denote by B˜ its Borel subgroup con-
taining the maximal split torus T˜ .
Let R˜ ⊂ X∗(T˜ ) be the root system of G˜ with respect to T˜ . Denote
by R˜+ and ∆˜ the set of positive and simple roots respectively. There is an
associated coroot system R˜∨ ⊂ X∗(T˜ ) with the natural pairing R˜×R˜
∨ → Z.
We denote by ρ the half of the sum of all positive roots in R˜.
Let W˜ = NG˜(T˜ )/T˜ be the Weyl group of G˜. It is generated by the simple
reflections sα, α ∈ ∆˜.
For any root α ∈ R˜ there exists a root subgroup U˜α in G˜.
Definition 6.1. The pinning (Chevalley system) of the split group G˜ is a
system of E-isomorphims x˜α : Ga → U˜α ⊂ G˜, satisfying
(1) nsα = x˜α(1)x˜−α(−1)x˜α(1) ∈ NG˜(T˜ )
(2) For any α there exists a homomorphism ϕ˜α : SL2 → G˜ satisfying
x(r) =
(
1 r
0 1
)
7→ x˜α(r), y(r) =
(
1 0
r 1
)
7→ x˜−α(r),
t(z) =
(
z 0
0 z−1
)
7→ α∨(z)
We define
nsα = ϕ˜α(nw0), nw0 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
(3) For any α1, α2 ∈ R˜ there exists ǫ(α1, α2) ∈ ±1 such that
nsα1 x˜α2(r)n
−1
sα1
= x˜sα1(α2)(ǫ(α1, α2)r)
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6.2. The Weyl group. The Weyl group W˜ is generated by simple reflec-
tions sα, where α ∈ ∆˜. For any w ∈ W˜ and any reduced presentation
w = Πsαi , the element nw = Πnsαi depends on the element w and not on
its presentation. The length of any reduced presentation of w is the same
and is denoted by l(w).
For any w ∈ W˜ define
(1) R˜(w) = R˜+ ∩w−1(R˜−). Then l(w) = |R˜w|.
(2) The group U˜w generated by U˜α, α ∈ R˜(w
−1),
(3) The character γ˜w = Πα∈R˜(w−1)α, that is the determinant of the
action of T˜ on Lie(U˜w). It is easy to see that γ˜w = ρ · w(ρ)
−1.
(4) G
R˜(w)
m = {(zα)α∈R˜(w), zα ∈ Gm}. When w is clear we denote the
element of G
R˜(w)
m just by (zα) to simplify notations.
For an w ∈ W˜ we shall define several maps on G
R˜(w)
m .
Definition 6.2. (1) The map ϕ˜w : G
R˜(w)
m → T˜ , ϕ((zα)) = Πα∈R˜(w)α
∨(zα).
The image of ϕ˜w is denoted by T˜w.
(2) The map σ˜w : G
R˜(w)
m → Ga, σ˜w((zα)) = −
∑
α∈R˜(w) zα.
(3) The map µ˜w : G
R˜(w)
m → Gm, µ˜w((zα)) = Πα∈R˜(w)z
(ρ,α∨)+1
α ..
6.3. The structure of quasi-split group G. Let E/F be a Galois exten-
sion of fields and assume that the Galois group Γ = Gal(E/F ) acts on G˜,
preserving the torus T˜ and the Borel subgroup B˜. Hence it acts on the set
R˜ preserving the sets R˜+ and ∆˜. In particular it acts on W˜ .
The group of fixed points G˜Γ is a quasi-split group G with the maximal
torus T = T˜Γ and the Borel subgroup B = B˜Γ. The maximal torus T
contains a maximal split torus S.
6.3.1. Relative roots. Let R (resp. R+ , resp. ∆) denote the set of relative
(resp. positive, resp. simple) roots of G with respect to the torus S.
There is a bijection β ↔ Rβ between the relative roots R and the Γ orbits
of R˜. The restriction of every root in Rβ to S equals to β.
6.3.2. The field of definition of a root. For any root α ∈ R˜ let Γα ⊂ Γ be
the stabilizer of α. The field Lα = E
Γα is called the field of definition of α.
We shall list its basic properties.
(1) For any γ ∈ Γ and α ∈ R˜ one has Lγ(α) = γ(Lα).
(2) For any α ∈ R˜ the root subgroup U˜α of G˜ is defined over Lα.
(3) For any β ∈ R the field Lβ = (Πα∈RβLα)
Γ is isomorphic to Lα for
any α ∈ Rβ.
(4) For any β ∈ R the coroot β∨ : L×β → T is defined as the restriction
of Πα∈Rβα
∨ to L×β .
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Definition 6.3. Given a Chevalley system (x˜α) of G˜, the Chevalley-Steinberg
system of G is a system of homomorphisms xα : Lα → U˜α over Lα for all
α ∈ R˜, such that xα = ResE/Lα x˜α. For any γ ∈ Γ there exist ǫ(γ) ∈ ±1
such that
xγ(α)(ǫ(γ)r) = γ ◦ xα ◦ γ
−1(r)
6.3.3. Root rays. A root ray with respect to S is an open half-line inX∗(S)⊗
R with starting point at 0, containing at least one relative root. Let R be
the set of root rays.
For any a ∈ R there is associated data
(1) the root subgroup Ua of G.
(2) The group Ga = 〈Ua, U−a〉 that is semisimple and simply-connected
of split rank one. Denote its maximal torus by Ta. Then group Ga
is of one of the following two types.
(a) Assume a = {β} ∈ R+. Then there is isomorphism
φa : RLβ/F (SL2)→ Ga
such that
φa(x(r)) = (Πα∈Rβxα)(r), φa(t(z)) = (Πα∈Rβα
∨)(z)
We define nwa = φa(nw0).
(b) Assume a = {β, 2β} ∈ R+. Then Lβ ⊃ L2β is a quadratic
extension with automorphism ιβ . There is isomorphim
φa : ResL2β/FSU(W
Lβ
3 )→ Ga
For any α ∈ R2β there exist unique α1, α2 ∈ Rβ such that
α1|S = α2|S = α/2|S . Define a typical element of U
Lβ
3 to be
x(r, s) =

 1 ιβ(r) s1 r
1

 , (r, s) ∈ Lβ × Lβ,NmLβ/L2β (r) = trLβ/L2β (s).
In this case
φa(x(r, s)) = Πα∈R2β (xα1(r)xα(−s)xα2(ιβ(r)))
We define nwa = φa(nwLβ ) ∈ NGa(Ta), where
nwLβ =

 1−1
1


and denote the corresponding element in W by wa
Definition 6.4. The system of isomorphism φa, a ∈ R
+ as above is called
a coherent system induced from the Chevalley-Steinberg system x˜α.
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6.4. TheWeyl groupW of G. TheWeyl groupW = W˜Γ ofG is generated
by the elements wa, as a runs over simple root rays. For any w ∈ W and
any reduced presentation w = Πwai , the element nw = Πnwai depends on
the element w and not on its presentation.
For any w ∈W we define
(1) R(w) = R+ ∩w−1(R−) and
(2) G
R(w)
m = (GR˜(w))Γ. Any element inG
R(w)
m is a collection (zβ)β∈R(w), zβ ∈
RLβGm.
(3) In the previous section we have defined maps
ϕ˜w, σ˜w, µ˜w, γ˜w w ∈ W˜
For w ∈W all these maps commute with the action of Γ that acts
on the domain and the range of the maps. The restriction of these
maps on Γ invariants of the domain defines the maps
ϕw, σw, µw, γw, w ∈W
(4) For any w ∈ W we define a quadratic character χw : G
R(w)
m → ±1
by
χw((zβ)β∈R(w)) = Π2β∈R(w)χLβ(zβ).
The character χLβ is associated to the quadratic extension Lβ ⊃ L2β.
Note, that if R does not contain divisible roots, the character χw is
trivial for all w ∈W .
(5) Finally, for any w we define a normalizing constant
γ(w) = Π2β∈R(w)γ(χLβ , ψ ◦ TLβ/L2β ).
If R contains no divisible roots, the constant γ(w) = 1 for all w.
All these functions will be used in the definitions of the operators Φw.
7. The definition of the operators Φw for quasi-split groups
Now we are ready to define a collection of the operators Φw, w ∈ W for
the quasi-split group G, defined over F .
7.1. w = wa is a simple reflection. Let a be a root ray that contains a
simple root β.
• If a = {β} let V2 be a two-dimensional symplectic space over Lβ and
[·, ·] be the Lβ-valued symplectic form.
• If a = {β, 2β}, let (W3, h3) be a Hermitian space of dimesnion 3 over
Lβ. There is a L2β-valued bilinear form b3 on W3 defined by
b(v1, v2) =
1
2
(trh3(v1 + v2)− h3(v1)− h3(v2)) .
As before, we denote by W 03 the set of isotropic vectors in W3.
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• Define
Va =
{
ResLβ/FV2 a = {β}
ResL2β/FW
0
3 a = {β, 2β}
• The group Ga acts transitively on Va\{0}. We pick up a vector ea ∈
Va whose stabilizer is the root group Ua. We denote by ωa the Ga
invariant form on Va, defined earlier.
• Let Pa be the maximal parabolic subgroup in G, whose unipotent
radical Ua contains the root subgroup Ua. The derived group of Pa
is Qa = Ga · U
a.
• There is a fibration πa : G/U → G/Qa whose fiber is Ga/Ua. Its
affine completion π¯a : G/U
a×Ga Va → G/Qa is a vector bundle with
the fiber Va. There is an open embedding
G/U →֒ G/Ua ×Ga Va, gU 7→ (gU
a, ea)
• Define an additive character Ψa = ψ ◦ TrLa/F of La, where
La =
{
Lβ a = {β}
L2β a = {β, 2β}
If a = {β, 2β} the quadratic character χLβ of L
×
2β is associated to
the quadratic extension Lβ/L2β .
Definition 7.1. The operator Φwa ∈ L
2(G/U) is defined by
(7.2) Φwa(f)(gU) =
∫
Va
f(gUa, v)La(ea, v)ωa(v),
where
(1) Let a = {β}. Then
La(v1, v2) = Ψa([v1, v2]), ∀v1, v2 ∈ Va,
in which case Φwa is the usual Fourier transform along the fibers of
π¯a.
(2) Let a = {β, 2β}. Then
La(v1, v2) = γ(χLβ ,Ψa)
∫
L×2β
Ψa(−b(v1, v2)t− t
−1)χLβ (t)|t|d
×t.
Remark 7.3. It is a corollary from 3.1, 3.2 that Φsa is a unitary map for
any a and Φsa ◦ Φsa = Id.
We shall rewrite the operator Φwa in a uniform way for both cases that
will allow further generalization for a general w.
Proposition 7.4. For any simple root ray a
(7.5)
Φwa(f)(U) = γ(wa)
∫
G
R(wa)
m
∫
Ua
f(unwaϕwa(z)) duψ(σa(z))χwa(z)|µwa(z)| dz
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The proof is a straightforward computation, which is done separately
according to whether the root ray a consists of one or two roots. It appears
in Appendix D.
7.2. w ∈W is a general element.
Definition 7.6. For any w ∈ W and f in a dense suspace of L2(G/U)
define
(7.7) Φw(f)(U) = γ(w) ·
∫
G
R(w)
m
fUw(nwϕw(z))Ψ(σw(z))χw(z)|µw(z)|dz,
where
fUw(g) =
∫
Uw
f(ug)du.
Note that for a w = wa, where the root ray a contains a simple root this
definition coincides with 7.5.
Theorem 7.8. Let w1, w2 ∈ W . Whenever l(w1w2) = l(w1) + l(w2) one
has
Φw1Φw2(f)(e) = Φw1w2(f)(e)
This again is explicit computation, appears in the Appendix E.
8. The description of the Schwarz space
Using the operators Φw, w ∈ W we can extend the definition of the
Schwarz space S(X), proposed in [BK99] for split groups to the case of
quasi-split groups by
S(X) =
∑
w∈W
Φw(Sc(X))
It is clear that for G = SL(2) we have
S(X) = Sc(V2\{0}) + Φ(S(V2\{0}) = Sc(V2)
8.1. SU(WK3 ). Let G = SU(W
K
3 ) and X =W
0
3 as before.
Proposition 8.1. The space S(X) coincides with the subspace ΠK in L
2(X)
of smooth vectors, under the action of O(V K8 ).
Proof. By 5.11 the space Sc(X) is contained in ΠK . The operator Φw0 =
ΠK(s1) preserves the space ΠK and hence S(X) = Sc(X) + Φw0(Sc(X))
is contained in ΠK . To obtain the equality, it is enough to show that the
space S(X) is O(V K8 )-invariant, since ΠK is an irreducible irepresentation
of O(V K8 ).
• The space S(X) is invariant by ΠK(s1) = Φw0 by definition.
• The operator ΠK(h) for h ∈ O(V
K
2n) preserves Sc(X) and commutes
with ΠK(s1). Hence S(X) is preserved by O(V
K
2n).
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• Recall from 5.11 that ΠK/Sc(X) = (ΠK)N1 . Hence for any f ∈
S(X) ⊂ ΠK and any n ∈ N1 one has ΠK(n)f − f ∈ Sc(X) ⊂ S(X).
Therefore the space S(X) is preserved by N1.
Since the subgroups O(V K2n ), N1 together with the element s1 generate the
group O(V K2n+2), we obtain that S(X) ⊂ ΠK is O(V
K
2n+2) invariant and hence
S(X) = ΠK as required. 
8.2. SL3. In this case, we are back to the notations of section 4. The space
S(X) admits a natural filtration (Si(X)) where
Si =
∑
w∈W,l(w)≤i
Φw(Sc(X))
In particular, we have
Sc(X) = S0(X) ⊂ S1(X) ⊂ S2(X) ⊂ S3(X) = S(X).
We denote the irreducible unitary minimal representation of the split group
O(V8) by Πˆ realized on L
2(C) and by Π the space of its smooth vectors.
Theorem 8.2. The space S(X) coincides with the space Π, defined above.
Proof. Denote by Φw = Φ1Φ2Φ1 = Φ2Φ1Φ2 the operator, corresponding to
the longest element w of the Weyl group.
Note that Φw ◦ Φ1 = Φ1Φ2, Φw ◦ Φ2 = Φ2Φ1. Hence S(X) = S1(X) +
Φw(S1(X)).
By (4.5), S1(X) = Sc(C\{0}) and hence is contained in the space Π.
Since Φw = Π(s1) preserves Π, the space S(X) is contained in Π. As in
Proposition 8.1, the space S(X) is preserved by O(V6), N1 and s1 and hence
is O(V8)invariant. Thus S(X) = Π. 
8.3. Another description of the Schwarz space. In this subsection
we propose a conjectural alternative description of the space S(X). Let
Γ = T (F )/T (O) be the lattice of coweighta and by Γ+ the set of positive
coweights. The G(O)× T (O) orbits of X are in one-to-one correspondence
with the elements of Γ. Let tγ be the representative of γ in T (F ). Then
X = ∪Xγ where Xγ = G(O)tγT (O)/U .
For any smooth function f on X we define suppΓ(f) = {γ ∈ Γ, f |Xγ 6= 0}.
The function has compact support if and only if suppΓ(f) is finite. We say
that f has bounded support if there exist γ0 ∈ Γ such that suppΓ(f) ⊂
γ0 + Γ
+.
Define the space S˜(X) of all the functions f in L2(X) such that for any
w ∈ W , the function Φw(f) has bounded support. By definition the space
S˜(X) is closed under the action of Φw for each w ∈W .
It has been shown in [BK99], Lemma 3.3, that S˜(X) contains Sc(X). By
definition the space S˜(X) is closed under the action of Φw for each w ∈ W
and hence contains S(X).
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Conjecture 8.3. S(X) = S˜(X)
It is easy to see that for G = SL2, one has S˜(X) = Sc(V2) = S(X). Let
show that the conjecture holds for G = SU(WK3 ) and SL3.
Proposition 8.4. S(X) = S˜(X) for G = SU(WK3 ) or SL3.
Proof. The proof is the same for both cases. The element w is the longest
in the Weyl group of G. If G = SL3, the algebra K is split.
One has Sc(X) ⊂ ΠK = S(X) ⊂ S˜(X) ⊂ L
2(X) It is enough to show
that S˜(X) is contained in the space ΠK , i.e. that any vector in S˜(X) is
stabilized by an open compact subgroup of O(V K2n ).
Given f ∈ S˜(X) there exists a bounded set Γf ⊂ Γ such that
suppΓ(f), suppΓ(Φwf) ⊂ γ0 + Γ
+.
Let Xγ0 = ∪γ∈γ0+Γ+Xγ . There exists on open compact group KN1 of
N1 such that for all x ∈ X
γ0 , n ∈ KN1 holds 〈n, x〉 ∈ OF . In particular
Ψ(〈n, x〉) = 1 and hence both f and Φw(f) = ΠK(s1)(f) are KN1 invariant.
In other words both KN1 and s1KN1s
−1
1 stabilize f .
The group s1KN1s
−1
1 is an open compact group in the opposite unipo-
tent subgroup N¯1. Since the groups N1, N¯1 generate SO
K
8 , it follows that
KN1 , s1KN1s
−1
1 generate an open compact subgroupK in SO(V
K
8 ), that sta-
bilizes f . Thus f is a smooth vector in ΠˆK and the proposition is proved. 
Appendix A. The proof of 4.3
Proof. Consider a dense space S0(C) of functions on C such that
(A.1) f,Φ1(f),Φ2(f),Φ2Φ1(f),Φ1Φ2(f),Φ1Φ2Φ1(f)
all have compact support inside X. Let f ∈ S0(C).
It is easy to check that Φ1 ◦Φ1 = Φ2 ◦Φ2 = Id. We shall show the second
part by computing explicitly Φ1Φ2Φ1(f). The computation of Φ2Φ1Φ2 is
similar and gives the same answer.
(A.2) Φ1Φ2Φ1(f)(v1, v
∗
1) =
∫
(v∗1 )
⊥
Φ2Φ1(f)(u, v
∗
1)ψ(ωv∗1 (u ∧ v1))ωv∗1 =
∫
(v∗1 )
⊥
∫
(u)⊥
Φ1(f)(u, v
∗
2)ψ(ωu(v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
1))ψ(ωv∗1 (u ∧ v1))ωuωv∗1 =
∫
(v∗1 )
⊥
∫
u⊥
∫
(v∗2 )
⊥
f(v2, v
∗
2)ψ(ωv∗1 (u ∧ v1) + ωv∗2 (v2 ∧ u) + ωu(v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
1))ωv∗1ωuωv∗2
We integrate over the set
C˜ = {(u, v∗2 , v2) : v
∗
1(u) = v
∗
2(u) = 0, v
∗
2(v2) = 0}.
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There is a surjective map
r : C˜ → C, (u, v2, v
∗
2) 7→ (v2, v
∗
2)
with the one-dimensional fiber (v∗1)
⊥ ∩ (v∗2)
⊥. There exists a 1-form ωv∗1 ,v∗2
on the fiber such that
ωv∗1ωuωv∗2 = ωv∗1 ,v∗2 ∧ r
∗(ωC),
so that A.2 equals∫
C
∫
(v∗1 )
⊥∩(v∗2 )
⊥
f(v2, v
∗
2)ψ
(
ωv∗1 (u ∧ v1) + ωv∗2 (v2 ∧ u) + ωu(v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
1)
)
ωv∗1 ,v∗2 ωC .
It is not difficult to see that ωv∗1 ,v∗2 (u) = v
∗
3(u) where v
∗
3 ∈ V
∗ is a vector
such that ωV ∗(v
∗
1 ∧ v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
3) = 1. We shall evaluate the argument of ψ.
Lemma A.3.
ωv∗2 (v2 ∧ u) + ωu(v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
1) + ωv∗1 (u ∧ v1) = −(ct+ t
−1),
where c = b((v1, v
∗
1), (v2, v
∗
2)) and t
−1 = ωu(v
∗
1 ∧ v
∗
2).
Proof. Recall that v∗3 is a vector in V
∗ such that B∗ = {v∗1 , v
∗
2 , v
∗
3} is a basis
for V ∗ and ωV ∗(v
∗
1 ∧ v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
3) = 1. Let B = {u1, u2, u3} be the dual basis of
V to the basis B∗.
Then
[u]B = (0, 0, t), [v2]B = (a, 0, b), [v1]B = (0, r, s)
Thus b6(v1, v
∗
1), (v2, v
∗
2)) = v
∗
2(v1) + v
∗
1(v2) = a+ r.
One has
ωv∗2 (v2 ∧ u) = −at, ωv∗1 (u ∧ v1) = −rt, ωu(v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
1) = −t
−1
Hence
ωv∗2 (v3 ∧ v2) + ωv∗1 (v2 ∧ v1) + ωv2(v
∗
2 ∧ v
∗
1) = −(ct+ t
−1),
where c = b6((v1, v
∗
1), (v2, v
∗
2)). 
Hence the integral above equals∫
C
f(v2, v
∗
2)
∫
F×
ψ
(
−ct− t−1
)
|t|d×tωC
as required.

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Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 5.14
In this appendix we prove the claims (b) and (c) in the proof of 5.14.
(1) We shall prove that the operator A given by the explicit formula
5.15 belongs to HomQ(Π,Π
s
K), where Q = P1 ∩ sP1s
−1. It is enough
to prove that A ◦ ΠK(q) = ΠK(sqs
−1) ◦ A for the generators of Q.
Below we describe the group Q and fix its generators.
The group Q is contained in the Heisenberg parabolic group R =
MR · HR of O(V
K
2n+2), stabilizing the subspace X = X1 ⊕ X2. In
fact,
Q = {((t, h), n) ∈ R, t ∈ T, h ∈ O(V K2n+2), n ∈ HR},
where T = GL(X1)×GL(X2) is the two-dimensional torus inGL(X).
(a) For i = 1, 2 fix isomorphisms
hi : Gm → GL(Xi), hi(a)ei = aei.
Note that sh1(a)s
−1 = h2(a).
(b) The center ZR of HR can be identified with the space of alter-
nating forms on X∗. Define the isomorphism
z : Ga → ZR, z(x)(e
∗
1) = xe2, z(x)(e
∗
2) = −xe1.
One has sz(x)s−1 = z(−x).
(c) There is a polarization HR/ZR = V
+ ⊕ V −, where
V + = Hom(V K2n−2,X1) ⊂ N1, V
− = Hom(V K2n−2,X2) ⊂ N2.
For v ∈ (V K2n−2) denote the corresponding elements
ri(v) ∈ Hom(V
K
2n−2,Xi), ri(v)(u) = q2n−2(v, u)ei.
Note that sr1(v)s
−1 = r2(v).
The elements
h1(a), h2(a
′), z(x), r1(v1), r2(v2),m ∈ O(V
K
2n−2)
generate the group Q, as a, a′ ∈ Gm, x ∈ Ga, v1, v2 ∈ V
K
2n−2.
For any generator j from the list above we shall prove by direct
computation
ΠK(j) ◦ A = A ◦ΠK(sjs
−1).
To simplify the notation we denote in the proof below the qua-
dratic form qK2n−2 by q and the associated bilinear form by b.
(a)
Π(h1(a)) ◦ A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
= χK(a)|a|
(n−1)A(f)
(
−
q(aw)
(ay
, aw, ay
)
=
χK(a)χK(ay)|a|
(n−1)|ay|−(n−1)
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
ay
, u,−ay
)
ψ
(
b(u, aw)
−ay
)
du =
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χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)ǫ ·
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
ay
, u,−ay
)
ψ
(
b(u,w)
−y
)
du.
On the other hand
A ◦ ΠK(h2(a))(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
=
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1) ·
∫
V2n−2
ΠK(h2(a))f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u,w)
y
)
du =
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)ǫ
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
ay
, u,−ay
)
ψ
(
b(u,w)
−y
)
du
and so A ◦ ΠK(h2(a)) = ΠK(h1(a)) ◦A as required.
(b)
ΠK(z(x)) ◦A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
= A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
ψ(xy) =
|y|−(n−1)χK(y)ψ(xy) ·
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u,w)
y
)
du.
A ◦ΠK(z(−x))(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
=
|y|−(n−1)χK(y)
∫
V2n−2
ΠK(z(−x))f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u,w)
y
)
du =
|y|−(n−1)χK(y)ψ(xy) ·
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u,w)
y
)
du.
Hence
A ◦ ΠK(z(−x)) = ΠK(z(x)) ◦ A
(c) Any h ∈ SO(V K2n−2) commutes with s.
Π(h) ◦ A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
= A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
, hw, y
)
=
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u, hw)
y
)
du =
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(h−1u,w)
y
)
du =
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
y
, hu,−y
)
ψ
(
b(u,w)
−y
)
du = A◦ΠK(h)(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
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Hence
A ◦ ΠK(h) = ΠK(h) ◦A.
(d) For v ∈ V K2n−2 one has sr1(v)s
−1 = r2(v)
ΠK(r1(v)) ◦A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
= A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
ψ(b(v,w)) =
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)ψ(b(v,w))
∫
V2n−2
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ(−
b(u,w)
y
)du.
On the other hand
A ◦ ΠK(r2(v))(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
=
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)ǫ
∫
V2n−2
ΠK(r2(v)f)
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u,w)
y
)
du
Recall the action of r2(v) for v ∈ V2n−2.
r2(v)f
(
−
q(u)
y
, u, y
)
= f
(
q(u− vy)
y
, u− vy,−y
)
Thus the integral above equals
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)du ·
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u− vy)
y
, u− vy,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u,w)
y
)
du =
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1) ·
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u− vy,w)
y
)
du =
χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b(u,w)
y
)
duψ(b(v,w)).
Hence
A ◦ ΠK(r2(v)) = ΠK(r1(v)) ◦ A.
This finishes the proof of part (b).
(2) Let us show that A is involution.
A ◦A(f)
(
−
q(w)
y
,w, y
)
= χK(−1)|y|
−(2n−2)χK(−y
2)
∫
V2n−2
∫
V2n−2
f
(
−
q(u)
y
, u, y
)
ψ
(
b(u, v)
y
−
b(v,w)
y
)
dvdu =
∫
V2n−2
f
(
−
q(u)
y
, u, y
) ∫
V2n−2
ψ
(
b(
v
y
, u− w)
)
d
v
y

 du = f (−q(w)
y
,w, y
)
,
where the last equality follows from 2.4.
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Appendix C. The formula for the operator ΠK(s1)
C.0.1. Change of measures. Let (V, q) be a non-degenerate quadratic vector
space. The quadratic form q defines a fibration q : V → F whose fibers we
denote by V (a) = {v ∈ V : q(v) = a}.
For fixed top-forms dv on V and da on F , both self-dual with respect to
the character ψ, there exists, by Fubini theorem, a collection of forms ωV (a)
on V (a) so that q∗(da) ∧ ωV (a) = dv.
Whenever (V, q) = (H⊕ V ′, qH ⊕ q
′), we consider for each a ∈ F an open
embedding with dense image:
ia : Gm ⊕ V →֒ (H ⊕ V )(a) (y,w) 7→
(
a− q(w)
y
,w, y
)
.
It is not difficult to see that i∗a(ωV (a)) = d
×xdv′, where v′ is the self-dual
measure on V ′.
We shall be repeatedly using the above in the following form
Lemma C.1. Let V = H⊕ V ′ as above. For any function g ∈ Sc(V ) holds
(1)
(C.2)
∫
V
g(v)ωV =
∫
F
∫
V (a)
g(u)ωV (a)da
(2)
(C.3)
∫
(H⊕V )(a)
g(u)ωV (a) =
∫
F×
∫
V
g
(
a− q(u)
y
, u, y
)
du d×y
C.0.2. Proof of 5.12. Below, K is a fixed quadratic algebra. We omit K
from the notations on V K2m, q
K
2m, b
K
2m and C
K
2n. We keep writing dimensions
of the relevant spaces, since they change along the proof.
Note that s1 = s · s2 · s
−1. The operator ΠK(s2) can be read from 5.11
and ΠK(s) = ±A that has been determined in 5.14. Hence ΠK(s1) =
A ◦ ΠK(s2) ◦ A. We shall compute it explicitly.
A ◦ΠK(s2) ◦ A(f)
(
−
q2n−2(w)
y
,w, y
)
=
ǫ·χK(y)|y|
−(n−1)·
∫
V2n−2
ΠK(s2)A(f)
(
q2n−2(u)
y
, u,−y
)
ψ
(
−
b2n−2(u,w)
y
)
du =
ǫ · χK(y)|y|
−(n−1) ·
∫
V2n−2
A(f)
(
−y, u,
q2n−2(u)
y
)
ψ
(
−
b2n−2(u,w)
y
)
du =
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χK(−1)
∫
V2n−2
∫
V2n−2
f
(
q2n−2(v)y
q2n−2(u)
, v,−
q2n−2(u)
y
)
· ψ
(
b2n−2
(
u,−
vy
q2n−2(u)
−
w
y
))
dv · χK(q2n−2(u))|q2n−2(u)|
−(n−1)du.
Applying C.1 to the integration over u, and denoting t = q2n−2(u), we
obtain
χK(−1)
∫
V2n−2
∫
F×
χK(t)|t|
−(n−2)
∫
V2n−2(t)
f
(
q2n−2(v)y
t
, v,−
t
y
)
Ψ
(
b2n−2
(
u,−
yv
t
−
w
y
))
ωV2n−2(t) dt
×dv.
Making change of variable − ty 7→ t we get∫
V2n−2
∫
F×
f
(
−
q2n−2(v)
t
, v, t
)
χK(yt)|yt|
−(n−2)
∫
V2n−2(−ty)
ψ
(
b2n−2
(
u,
v
t
−
w
y
))
ωV2n−2(−ty) dt
×dv.
Put
c1 =
(
−
q2n−2(w)
y
,w, y
)
, c2 =
(
−
q2n−2(v)
t
, v, t
)
.
By C.3 for a = 0, the integral above equals∫
C2n
f(c2)LK(c1, c2)ω2n,
where
LK(c1, c2) = χK(−1)·χK(−yt)|yt|
−(n−2)
∫
V2n−2(−ty)
ψ
(
b2n−2
(
u,
v
t
−
w
y
))
ωV2n−2(−ty).
Put α = b2n(c1, c2). It remains to show LK(c1, c2) depends only on α and
has a simple form 5.13.
We compute
α = b2n−2(v,w) −
q2n−2(w)t
y
−
q2n−2(v)y
t
= −ty · q2n−2
(
v
t
−
w
y
)
.
The group O(V2n−2) acts transitively on V2n−2(−
α
ty ). Hence there exists
h ∈ O(V2n−2) such that
h
(
v
t
−
w
y
)
=
(
−
α
ty
, 0, 1
)
∈ X3 ⊕ V2n−4 ⊕X
∗
3 .
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Using the change of variables u 7→ hu, we see that LK(c1, c2) equals
χK(−yt)|yt|
−(n−2)
∫
V2n−2(−ty)
ψ
(
b2n−2
(
u,
(
−
α
ty
, 0, 1
)))
ωV2n−2(−ty).
Write
u =
(
−ty − q2n−4(u
′)
x
, u′, x
)
∈ V2n−2(−ty), x ∈ F
×, u′ ∈ V K2n−4.
Then
b2n−2
((
−ty − q2n−4(u
′)
x
, u′, x
)
,
(
−
α
ty
, 0, 1
))
= −
αx
ty
−
ty
x
−
q2n−4(u
′)
x
.
Using C.3 again, the kernel LK(c1, c2) equals
χK(−1)|yt|
−(n−2)χK(−yt)
∫
F×
ψ(−α
x
ty
−
ty
x
))
∫
V K2n−4
ψ(−
q2n−4(u
′)
x
)du′d×x.
By Lemma 2.3∫
V2n−4
ψ
(
−
q2n−4(u
′)
x
)
du′ = |x|n−2χK(−x)γ(χK , ψ).
This implies
LK(c1, c2) = γ(χK , ψ)
∫
F×
ψ(−α
x
ty
−
ty
x
))χK
(
x
yt
) ∣∣∣∣ xyt
∣∣∣∣n−2 d×x,
which after the change of variables xty 7→ x becomes
LK(c1, c2) = γ(χK , ψ)
∫
F×
ψ
(
−αx−
1
x
)
χK(x)|x|
n−2d×x,
as required.
Appendix D. Fourier transforms for groups of rank 1. Proof
of 7.4
In this appendix we prove the uniform formula for the operator Φwa as-
sociated to the simple reflection wa with respect to the root ray a.
Φwa(f)(U) = γ(wa)
∫
G
R(wa)
m
∫
Ua
f(unwaϕwa(z)) duΨa(σa(z))χwa(z)|µwa(z)| dz
By definition Φsa is given as an integral operator
Φsa(f)(gU) =
∫
Va
f(gU, v)La(ea, v)ωa(v)
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Recall that Ga acts on Va and the group Ua stabilizes the vector ea. By
Bruhat decomposition for Ga, the map
ja : Ua × Ta →֒ Va, ja(u, t) = unwat · ea
is an open embedding with dense image. Hence
Φwa(f)(gU) =
∫
Ta
∫
Ua
f(gUa, ja(u, t))La(ea, ja(u, t))ωa(ja(u, t)).
We consider separately the cases, where the root ray a consists of one or
two roots.
(1) Assume a = {β}. Then Va = V2 = Span{f1, f2}. In this case
ja(xβ(r), β
∨(z)) = −rz · f1 − z · f2, r ∈ Lβ, z ∈ L
×
β .
Therefore
[ja(xβ(r), β
∨(z)), ea] = −z, ωa(ja(xβ(r), β
∨(z)) = |z|2drdz×.
Hence
Φwa(f)(U) =
∫
V2
f(v)Ψa([v, ea])ωa(v) =
∫
L×β
∫
Lβ
f(xβ(r)nwaϕwa(z)) drΨa(−z)|z|
2d×z
Since for this case
R(sa) = {β}, ϕsa = β
∨ : L×β → Ta.
σsa(z) = −TrLβ/F z, χsa = 1, µsa(z) = NmLβ/F (z
2).
this expression is exactly 7.5.
(2) Let a = {β, 2β}. We omit the subscript Lβ/L2β from Nm, Tr and χ
for simplicity of notations.
Recall that Va = W
0
3 ⊂ W
Lβ
3 . Let us choose an isomorphism
W
Lβ
3 ≃ L
3
β so that the quadratic form, associate to the L2β-valued
bilienar form b has a form
q(x, y, z) =
1
2
Tr(xιβ(z) + Nm(y)).
Denote a typical element in Ua
x(r, s) =

 1 ιβ(r) s1 r
1

 ∈ U3, (r, s) ∈ Lβ × Lβ,Nm(r) = Tr(s),
and the typical element t(z) ∈ Ta
t(z) =

 z ιβ(z)z−1
ιβ(z)
−1

 , z ∈ L×β .
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Then
ja(x(r, s), t(z)) = (z, zr, zs) ∈ L
3
β, b(ja(x(r, s), t(z)), ea) = Tr(z)
and ωa(ja(x(r, s), t(z))) = |Nm(z)|
2 dr ds d×z.
Let us write down explicitly all the functions involved in the def-
inition 7.5.
R(wa) = {β, 2β}, σwa(z1, z2) = −TrL2β/F (Tr(z1) + z2)
χwa(z1, z2) = χ(z2), µwa(z1, z2) = NmL2β/Lβ
(Nm(z1)
2z32).
The surjective map,
ϕwa : L
×
β × L
×
2β → Ta, ϕwa(z1, z2) = β
∨(z1)(2β)
∨(z2)
has fibers
ϕ−1wa(t(z)) = {(zx, x
−1), x ∈ L×2β}, ∀z ∈ L
×
β
Then,
γ(wa)
∫
G
R(wa)
m
fUa(nwaϕwa(z1, z2))χ(z2)Ψa(−(Tr(z1)+z2))|Nm(z1)|
2|z2|
3d×z1d
×z2 =
γ(wa)
∫
L×β
fUa(nwat(z))·

 ∫
ϕ−1(t(z))
χ(x)Ψa(−Tr(z)x− x
−1)|x|−3|Nm(zx)|2d×x

 d×z =
γ(wa)
∫
L×β
fUa(nwt(z))·

 ∫
ϕ−1(t(z))
χ(x)Ψa(−Tr(z)x− x
−1)|x|d×x

·|Nm(z)|2d×z =
∫
Va
f(v) · La(b(v, ea))ωa(v) = Φa(f)(U)
as required.
Appendix E. Proof of 7.8
In this section we shall prove that the operators Φw define an action of
W on L2(G/U). In other words we have to prove that
Φw1 ◦ Φw2 = Φw1w2 , ∀w1, w2 ∈W, l(w1) + l(w2) = l(w1w2)
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Proof. By definition
(E.1) Φw1Φw2(f)(e) =
γ(w1) · γ(w2) ·
∫
G
R(w1)
m
∫
G
R(w2)
m

 ∫
Uw1
∫
Uw2
f(u1nw1ϕw1(z1)u2nw2ϕw2(z2))du1du2


· ψ(σw1(z1) + σw2(z2)) · χw1(z1) · χw2(z2) · |µw1(z1)| · |µw2(z2)|dz1dz2.
First let us evaluate the inner integral.∫
Uw1
∫
Uw2
f(u1nw1ϕw1(z1)u2nw2ϕw2(z2))du1du2 =
∫
Uw1
∫
Uw2
f(u1 · nw1ϕw1(z1)u2ϕw1(z1)
−1n−1w1 · nw1ϕw1(z1)nw2ϕw2(z2))du1du2 =
since γw2 is the determinant of the action of T on Lie(Uw2) this equals∫
Uw1
∫
Uw2
f(u1 · nw1u2n
−1
w1nw1 · ϕw1(z1)nw2ϕw2(z2)) · γw2(ϕw1(z1))
−1du1du2.
The map Uw1 × Uw2 → Uw1w2 defined by
(u1, u2) 7→ (u1 · nw1u2n
−1
w1 )
is an isomorphism whenever l(w1w2) = l(w1) + l(w2). Hence the inner
integral equals
fUw1w2 (nw1ϕw1(z1)nw2ϕw2(z2)) · γw2(ϕw1(z1))
−1.
Hence 7.8 equals
γ(w1)γ(w2)
∫
G
R(w1)
m
∫
G
R(w2)
m
fUw1w2
(
nw1w2 · (n
−1
w2ϕw1(z1)nw2) · ϕw2(z2)
)
ψ(σw1(z1)+σw2(z2))χw1(z1)·χw2(z2)|µw1(z1)µw2(z2)|·γw2(ϕw1(z1))
−1dz1dz2.
The map
mw1,w2 : Tw1 × Tw2 → Tw1w2 , (t1, t2)→ n
−1
w2 t1nw2 · t2
is surjective. There is a canonical isomorphism
κw1,w2 : G
R(w1)
m ×G
R(w2)
m → G
R(w1w2)
m
defined by
κw1,w2(z1, z2)α =
{
(z2)α α ∈ R˜(w2)
(z1)w2α α ∈ w
−1
2 (R˜(w1))
such that
ϕw1w2 ◦ κw1,w2 = mw1,w2 ◦ (ϕw1 × ϕw2)
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We shall list some useful properties of these functions.
Lemma E.2. (1) σw1w2 ◦ κw1,w2(z1, z2) = σw1(z1) + σw2(z2).
(2)
(E.3) µw1w2 ◦ κw1,w2(z1, z2) = µw1(z1)µw2(z2)γw2(ϕw1(z1))
−1.
(3) χw1w2 ◦ κw1,w2(z1, z2) = χw1(z1) · χw2(z2).
(4) γ(w1w2) = γ(w1)γ(w2).
Assume the Lemma. By the change of variables z = κw1,w2(z1, z2) the
integral above equals
cw1w2 ·
∫
G
R(w1w2)
m
fUw1w2 (nw1w2 ·ϕw1w2(z))ψ(σw1w2(z))χw1w2(z)|µw1w2(z)|dz = Φw1w2(f)(U),
as required. 
It remains to prove Lemma E.2. All the properties, except (2), follow
immediately from the definitions. Let us prove (2) by induction on the
length of w1.
First, we check the case l(w1) = 1, i.e. w1 = sβ, for a simple root β and
w2 = w such that sβw is reduced word.
µsβw(κsβ ,w(zβ , (zα)α∈R(w))) =
µsβw(zw−1β, (zα)α∈R(w))) = z
(ρ,w−1β)−1
w−1β
µ˜sβ(zw−1β)µ˜w(zα)α∈R˜(w)).
Since (ρ,w−1β∨)− 1 = (wρ, β∨)− (ρ, β∨) = −(γw, β
∨) the above equals
γw(ϕsβ (zβ))
−1µsβ(zw−1β)µw(zα)α∈R(w))
as required.
Next, assume that sβw1w2 is a reduced word and hence w1w2 is a reduced
word. By induction assumption the equality E.3 holds for the pair (w1, w2).
Let us show that it holds for the pair (sβw1, w2). Indeed,
µsβw1w2(t, z1, z2) = µsβ(t)µw1w2(z1, z2)γw1w2(ϕsβ (t))
−1 =
µsβ(t)µw1(z1)µw2(z2)γw2(ϕw1(z1))
−1γw1w2(ϕsβ (t))
−1 =
µsβ(t)µw1(z1)γw1(ϕsβ (t))
−1µw2(z2)γw2(ϕw1(z1))
−1(γw1γ
−1
w1w2)(ϕsβ (t)) =
µsβw1(t, z1)µw2(z2)γw2(ϕw1(z1))
−1(γw1γ
−1
w1w2)(ϕsβ (t)) =
µsβw1(t, z1)µw2(z2)γw2(ϕsβw1(t, z1))
−1
as required.
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